ALLERGEN DECLARATION

PRODUCT NAME: APPLE FLAVOR (Liquid) (FlavoRx)
PRODUCT STOCK CODE: 2976
Ingredients: Propylene Glycol (solvent), Artificial Flavor, Triacetin
GRAS: All ingredients are approved for use by a regulation of the FDA or are generally recognized as safe (GRAS) on the
FEMA Gras listing or similar industry recognized listing.
BSE: Raw materials used in the manufacturing process ARE NOT derived from bovine animal.
Non-GMO: This term shall be used to describe products that do not contain genetically modified DNA and/or the
proteins derived from genetically modified DNA. This statement excludes ethyl alcohol.
Vegan/Vegetarian: Many natural flavor chemicals are found in a variety of sources that may incur a source that could
contain animal (i.e. a fruit flavor may contain a smoothing effect from a chemical with a dairy or egg origin). This flavor
does not contain animal proteins; however, may subsequently have origins from dairy or eggs.
Allergen: Although manufacturer does not specifically assay for the presence of the items below, it is unlikely that any
traces of these items are present in the starting materials or in the finished product.
The product is unlikely to contain the following – though they may be on the same manufacturing line, in the same plant
Gluten (Rye, Barley, Oat, Wheat)
Crustaceans and products thereof
Celery and products thereof
Soybeans and products thereof
Dyes, Colors
Fish and products thereof,
Eggs and products thereof
Dairy Products (Milk, Lactose, Caseinates, Whey)
Sugar
Salt
Peanuts and products thereof – is NOT on the same manufacturing line, or in the same plant
Tree nuts (oils) or derivatives – including coconut
Mustard and products thereof
Sesame
Sulphites (>10ppm) (naturally occurring sulphites are excluded)

Please be advised that Medisca has not tested for the presence of the above stated allergens. Therefore, this statement is provided
for informational purposes only, as instructed to Medisca by the manufacturer, and is not meant to be a guarantee of absence of
the above stated allergens.
Salutations
The MEDISCA Team
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